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一、文意字彙

1. Do you have a favorite program on the cooking _________?(A. television B. report C. channel D. theater)
2. The customer forgot to pay for a DVD. She was very _________ when she was stopped at the door. (A. interested B. interesting C. embarrassing D. embarrassed)
3. There are too many people here. I feel it is too _________. (A. successful B. special C. different D. crowded)
4. Are you going to have an ________ with a famous movie director? (A. opportunity B. interview C. application D. action)
5. You don’t need to _________ for someone else’s mistakes. (A. understand B. sorry C. apologize D. wonder)
6. He was _________ to win the lottery. (A. complicated B. fortunate C. hardly D. dirty)
7. We can sit on the _________ in the park. It is still wet. (A. belt B. bench C. band D. book)
8. Linda has never _________ skiing before. (A. believed B. guessed C. experienced D. touched)
9. We can go outside to get some _________ air. How do you think? (A. fun B. fresh C. smart D. new)
10. You may get _________ if you run too fast. (A. angry B. missed C. held D. hurt)
11. Something is _________ with the clock. It doesn’t work. (A. wrong B. different C. free D. special)
12. My friend gave me a _________ for my birthday. (A. view B. rule C. present D. fact)
13. It is good to enjoy the hot _________ in winter. (A. sips B. springs C. bricks D. bases)
14. Everyone _________ when I hit a home run. (A. shared B. cheered C. belonged D. showed)
15. I am going to _________ the fish for dinner. How do you think? (A. plant B. fry C. throw D. mop)

二、句型結構與片語

16. Jocelyn _________ a tree yesterday with her car, but she didn’t get hurt. (A. ran into B. checked out C. drove by D. came into)
17. Stop _________ of your sister. Her face is really red. (A. make fun B. to make fun C. having make fun D. making fun)
(  )18. I usually stop by a bookstore ________ home.
   (A. straight ahead B. in the direction C. on the way D. around the corner)
(  )19. None of us knows how to give a haircut. It’s time to ________ help.
   (A. call for B. apply for C. answer to D. knock on)
(  )20. It’s cold outside. You can come in to ________.
   (A. warm up B. give up C. slow down D. cool down)
(  )21. If he ________ away from his captors at that time, he could not have changed history much more.
   (A. gets B. will get C. had gotten D. is getting)
(  )22. Among this group of teenagers, some are from Europe, and ________ are from Asia.
   (A. others B. another C. the others D. the other)
(  )23. ________ where to get food, they just smell. (A. To knowing B. Knowing C. To know D. Known)
(  )24. He spent all morning ________ the cake for his wife’s birthday.
   (A. make B. making C. to make D. made)
(  )25. It takes a lot of skill ________ well because the competition in marketing is very serious.
   (A. selling B. by selling C. being sold D. to sell)

三、克漏字填充（從四個選項中選出一個最適合的字詞填入空格中）

Part A.
Brenda writes Annie a letter. She says if she ___26___ be an animal, she would be an eagle. Eagles can fly fast and have great eyesight. Brenda is nearsighted. She wants to ____27___ good eyesight. Brenda says eagles are smart. Some of them ___28___ together. They always share food ___29___ each other. Brenda says eagles have to live in the cruel ___30___ world. Still, they live well. She asks Annie if she’s rather be an eagle or a human.

(  )26. (A. could B. became C. choose D. go)
(  )27. (A. have B. take C. give D. put)
(  )28. (A. cook B. laugh C. ride D. hunt)
(  )29. (A. of B. to C. with D. from)
(  )30. (A. natural B. thick C. smooth D. lucky)

Part B.
John writes a letter to Annie. He tells her that math is his favorite subject. His mother ___31___ him math when he was a child. That’s why he’s good ___32___ math now. John will be in junior high school. He will have to learn ___33___ difficult math. He will study every day so that he can be ___34___ in school. John’s parents insist that he ___35___ harder. So, every day John studies until one a. m. John says he won’t disappoint his parents.

(  )31. (A. teaches B. taught C. is teaching D. was teaching)
(  )32. (A. at B. on C. for D. by)
(  )33. (A. much B. worse C. more D. better)
(  )34. (A. the best B. the first C. the highest D. the most)
(  )35. (A. study B. studying C. to study D. studied)

四、閱讀測驗

Part A.
One of the most popular sports in the world is football. While most of the world knows it by this name, Americans and Canadians call it soccer. The world championship for football is called the World Cup and it is the most popular sports event in the world. Thirty-two teams from around the world fight for the right to be proclaimed the best. For over one month, the teams play a series of games, which eventually leads to the final game. The last World Cup was held in two countries, Korea and Japan. Thousands of people went to stadiums in these countries to watch the games, but millions of people saw them on TV from the comfort of their own homes.
( ) 36. In what country is football called “soccer”?
   (A. Japan B. Canada C. Germany D. Korea)

( ) 37. How many people watched the last world cup on TV?
   (A. Thousands B. A few. C. Only Koreans and Japanese. D. Millions)

( ) 38. How long does the World Cup last?
   (A. One month. B. Less than one month. C. More than one month. D. Two weeks.)

( ) 39. In which countries were the last World Cup played?
   (A. Canada and Japan B. Korea and America C. Japan and Korea D. Canada and America)

( ) 40. How many teams compete at the World Cup?
   (A. 32 B. 30 C. 34 D. 28)

Part B.

November 9, 1989 was a historic day for people all around the world. This day marked the collapse of the Berlin Wall in Germany. This wall had divided the residents of Berlin for decades and was a symbol of “The cold War”. There was no fighting during the cold War, but it was a time when two political ideas tried to become dominant. These ideas were communism, which was supported by the Soviet Union, and democracy, which was supported by the United States. Eastern Europe was controlled by the Soviet Union, while the countries of Western Europe supported democracy. The eastern countries were said to be behind an “Iron Curtain”. The collapse of the Berlin Wall was just the first step in removing the Iron Curtain and allowing democracy to enter the rest of Europe and the Soviet Union.

( ) 41. In what year did the Berlin Wall collapse?

( ) 42. In what country was the Berlin Wall located?
   (A. The United States B. Germany C. The Soviet Union D. Western Europe)

( ) 43. Who supported communism?
   (A. Berlin B. The Soviet Union C. America D. England)

( ) 44. What were the countries of Eastern Europe behind?
   (A. A brass ring B. A steel trap C. An iron curtain D. A wooden leg)

( ) 45. What political idea was supported by the United States during the Cold War?
   (A. Democracy B. Communism C. Fascism D. Anarchy)

Part C:

There are many different calendars used around the world. Depending on what country you in and what religious beliefs you have, you might be using a different calendar than those around you. Some calendars are based on when a country was founded; this is the case in Taiwan. For Jews and Muslims, their religions have different calendars based on the beginnings of their religion. The standard calendar in the West has 365 days and 12 months; this calendar is said to be based on the sun. Another popular calendar is the lunar calendar. It is based on the cycles of the moon. In eastern countries the lunar calendar is often used to mark festivals and even the New Year!

( ) 46. How many months are there in the western calendar? (A. 10 months B. 11 months C. More than 20 months D. 12 months)

( ) 47. What country uses a calendar based on its founding? (A. The U.S.A. B. France C. England D. Taiwan)

( ) 48. Which calendar is based on the moon? (A. The lunar calendar B. The Greek calendar C. The Roman calendar D. The solar calendar)

( ) 49. Which religious people were mentioned in the article? (A. The Christians B. The Hindus C. The Indians D. The Muslims)

( ) 50. What is the lunar calendar often used to calculate? (A. Halloween B. The New Year C. Christmas D. Thanksgiving)